
WHOLE CLASS 
FEEDBACK

Ensuring that feedback leads to progress



Why change the habit of a 
lifetime?
Two-fold:

◦Effectiveness
◦Workload



So what did we do?

Twitter
EEF
Blogs
Researched ideas
Talked to staff



What did we decide?

Whole-Class Feedback
◦ Verbal 
◦ Immediate
◦ Focused
◦ Individualised
◦ Recorded once

Trial, Monitor, Review



What it is not...

◦ Whole-class sheets stuck in books or displayed
◦ As well as marking
◦ To avoid marking / ‘no more marking’







Does it work?
Yes! We have seen positive effects on…
◦ children’s understanding of next steps
◦progress made by the children
◦ teacher workload
◦ teacher-teaching partner collaboration



Monitoring and Review

● All in one place
● Easy to scan through and review trends, 

individuals, themes
● Replaces the need to annotate plans
● Raises questions to explore as SLT and 

teacher - Eng vs Maths, how we celebrate...
● Actions taken are a key focus



Unexpected benefits and next 
steps...
◦ Behaviour patterns
◦ Supply - uniform response
◦ Reduced online tracking to key objectives

Next...
◦ ‘Actions’ box
◦ Sharing practice
◦ Exploring the marking of writing



A TEACHER’S PERSPECTIVE:

HOW IT WORKS



A CHILD’S PERSPECTIVE:

HOW IT WORKS



COACHING
Moving forward together



Why change observations?

◦ Stress from both sides
◦ Workload
◦ Not realistic
◦ Didn’t improve teaching 



Why Coaching?

◦ Focused
◦ Low-stakes
◦ Self-reflection
◦ Small, regular steps of improvement 

(practical)



What does it look like at Bede 
Burn?
◦ Two trained coaches, ten teachers
◦ Teacher identifies focus
◦ Focused observation 
◦ Written record shared
◦ Coaching conversation
◦ Focus for next session agreed



Coaching Conversation:

Written record informs conversation
◦ Key questions
◦ 0-10 scale
◦ Questions aim to prompt reflection
◦ Guide teachers through self-evaluation
◦ ‘Not there yet’ - it’s ok to make mistakes!
◦ Small improvement actions identified
◦ Support needed and timeframes agreed



Key question stems...
What about trying...?
What did you enjoy?
Tell me more about how you want to...?
What do you mean by...?
What is stopping you from...?
What would you do if...? What advice would you give someone 
else?
What will you do now?
What are the barriers?
What impact will it have on those around you?







Does it work?

◦ Yes, mostly...
◦ proactive 
◦ identified focus
◦ Regular practice
◦ Improvements tangible
◦ Nicer, supportive ethos
◦ Better response from teachers than formal 

feedback
◦ Mentoring needs identified



Bumps in the road...Where next?

◦ Organisation - sign up to time slots 
◦ Focus - key theme linked to school 

improvement foci
◦ Persevere and practice



A TEACHER’S PERSPECTIVE:

HOW IT WORKS



Questions?
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